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What is Gosss’s Wilt?
In 1969 Goss’s Bacterial Wilt
W was first id
dentified in th
hree fields neear Lexington,, Nebraska. K
Kansas, Colorado,
W
Wyoming, Sou
uth Dakota, Io
owa, Illinois and
a Wisconsin
n are some addditional stattes where thiss disease has now
b
been identifie
ed. For years this disease had
h not been
n a serious prooblem but in the last several years it haas re‐
eemerged as a major concern and, in som
me cases, a yiield robbing tthreat for som
me producerss to deal with.
TThe bacterium
m which cause
es Goss’s Wiltt survives by over‐winterinng on infected crop residu
ue. Goss’s Wiilt is not
insect transmitted like Stew
wart’s Wilt bu
ut relies on th
he plant beingg wounded fo
or disease disstribution. Evvents like
h
hail damage, sand
s
blastingg and wind‐driven rains are
e examples off how this dissease can enter into the pllant.
SStudies at the
e University of Nebraska haave also show
wn that the baacteria is capable of beingg both seedbo
orne and
sseed transmittted. The spread of this paathogen is enhanced by coontinuous corrn and the inffected residuee that can
b
be blown about.

TThe pathoge
en can cause
e two major types of sym
mptoms:
(Fig 1 & 2: a systemic wiilt)

(Figure 3: leeaf blight)
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FFirst time detectable charaacteristic of Goss’s
G
Wilt is the
t developm
ment of dark ggreen black w
water‐soaked looking
sspots which appear like fre
eckles near th
he edges of exxpanding lesioons.

(Fig 4: early start
s
of path
hogen on leaaf)
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(Fig 5: late r progressio
on of the leaff lesion)
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How do I manage Goss’s Wilt?
Tillage related to residue management and crop rotation are good tools to use to help manage the disease.
Some weeds including green foxtail, barnyard grass and shattercane are alternative hosts for the disease and
should be controlled to reduce the potential for Goss’s Wilt problems. Since Goss’s Wilt is a bacteria and not a
fungus, foliar fungicide applications will not provide control of Goss’s Wilt.
At this time no corn hybrid has been proven to be 100% resistant to Goss’s Wilt however some varieties offer
greater tolerance to the disease and the leaf or foliar lesions it causes. Plants need healthy green leaf tissue to
perform photosynthesis which in turn creates the sugars needed for good grain fill. Less sugar production due
to less available leaf surface forces the corn plant to cannibalize its stalk for nutrients in order to try and
accomplish as much grain fill as possible. In doing so, a hybrid that is more susceptible to Goss’s Wilt may have
more risk of both yield loss and poorer harvest standability.

Pay attention to Hoegemeyer’s Goss’s Wilt Ratings

One of the qualities Hoegemeyer looks for in the genetics we use is for plant health, one of which is Goss’s Wilt
tolerance. For example, the tolerance many of our genetics carry for plant health and Goss’s Wilt tolerance was
visually evident these photos. Can you see the difference? The above picture shows nine different small plot
company strips from nine different seed companies. Each company has multiple hybrids planted in their strip.
Hoegemeyer hybrids are planted in the far left strip which is green yet mainly because of the plant health and
the lack of Goss’s Wilt; just one of the many criteria Hoegemeyer looks for when making hybrid selections.

Here is a close up view from the picture above of Hoegemeyer’s 6 plot entries on the right as compared to the
competitor’s entries on the left. Hoegemeyer hybrid entries you are seeing in this plot ranged from 107 days to
114 days.

Contact your local Hoegemeyer DSM to learn more about The Right Seed for your farming operation.
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